
Should Charles be put to death?

Aim:
To consider different views for 
what should be done with 
Charles following the Civil War 



The story so far…



The story so far…



On your sheet, you need to decide whether each box suggests Charles 
should be guilty, or whether it suggests he is innocent.

Choose 2 colours for your key

Guilty
Innocent



Following Charles’ capture, many MPs felt they couldn’t trust him so they met at Parliament 
to discuss what to do with him. Out of the 286 MPs, 240 thought Charles should be given 
another chance!!!

However, when they next met, those 240 MPs were stopped from entering Parliament 
leaving only 46 MPs. This small group became known as the Rump Parliament and voted by 
26 to put Charles on trial for treason.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqCFSg5xSw4
The king’s trial and execution 2 – The Devils Whore TV Show

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS0owFcvz40
The king’s execution 3 – ‘To Kill a king’ movie

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k88K8AMVcgg
The king’s execution & talking to his children 1 – ‘Cromwell’ movie
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqCFSg5xSw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS0owFcvz40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k88K8AMVcgg


The death warrant of Charles 1
The black line shows Cromwell’s signature.
40 men signed straight away but others had to be forced to sign it. 
Following the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660, the Death Warrant was used to 
identify the commissioners who had signed it (the 'regicides') and prosecute them 
for treason. Even the signatories, who had died, including Cromwell, were dug up 
and their bodies hanged.



‘I never did begin the war with Parliament… They 
began war upon me… if anybody will look at the dates 
of what happened… they will see clearly that they 
began these unhappy troubles, not I… therefore I tell 
you I am the martyr of the people’

King Charles I on the scaffold before his execution

‘I do not fear death! I go from a corrupt crown to an 
incorruptible crown’



Do these clips support what we now know about the trial of Charles and therefore 
are they useful sources?



30th January 1649

What can we see in this painting from c.1649?



What was left following 30th January 1649?...

England became a Republic and Oliver Cromwell became the Lord Protector of England.

Was England really turned upside down?...


